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Increasing Public Participation in
Controversies Involving Hazards:
The Value of Metastatistical Rules
Deborah G. Mayo

Despite increasedpublic concernover the social
hazardoussubconsequencesof policiesregarding
stances and practices (e.g., nuclear technology,
toxic wastes, carcinogenicsubstances),therehas
not been adequatepublic representationin the
controversialdecisionsuponwhich thesepolicies
arebased.The problemof inadequatepublicparticipationin controversiesis thereforeoftenraised
studiesof science,technology,
in interdisciplinary
and society. In a recent issue of Science, Technology, & Human Values,~for example, it was a

common theme running through a diverse set
of essays on the role of technical knowledgein
regulatorydecisionmaking.As those essaysdemonstrated,althoughmany policy analystsapparently agreeon the importanceof public participation,thereis no clearconsensusabouthow the
problemshould be tackledand aboutwhat role,
if any, interdisciplinarywork in science studies
can play.
in decisions
The problemof publicparticipation
on hazardoustechnologiesarisesout of the tension
between the need for scientific expertisein assessing hazardsand the desire that people in a
democracyhave controloverimportantsocialdecisions. Differingattitudestowardpublicparticipationreflect differingviews on the natureand
importanceof the technical-scientificcomponents
of hazardregulationand the policy value ones.

DeborahG. Mayo is an Assistant Professorin the
Departmentof Philosophy,and an AdjunctProfessor
in the Centerfor the Study of Sciencein Societyat
VirginiaPolytechnicInstitute and State University,
Blacksburg,VA 24061.

What all discussions of the problemappearto
share,however,is the idea that the public'sparticipation(and,by inference,its interest)focuses
not on technical-scientific issues but on issues
concerningpolicy values.
I shall suggesta shift of focus to a set of techstatisticalissues
nical-scientificand,in particular,
for increasingthe public'sability to understand
and resolve controversies involving hazards.
Stressingthe importanceof suchscientificissuesespeciallyif statistical complexityis involvedis not usually seen to go hand in handwith the
aim of promotingdemocraticcontrol of policy.
Technical-scientificcomplexity,it is oftenargued,
is preciselywhatprecludeslorat leastdiscourages)
participationby the lay public.If, however,social
values are to be reflectedadequatelyin hazard
regulations,then the public must be given tools
for understandingand criticizingthe statistical
hazardassessments underlyingthem. I am not
suggestingthat laypersonsbe taught the formal
techniquesfound in statistics texts. The ability
to applyformalrules(or"recipes")
doesnot confer
the criticalastutenessneededfor effectivepublic
influence.The rulesneededforcriticallyexamining
statistical hazardassessments are, in fact, one
level removedfrommathematicalstatisticsitself.
Thus they may be referred to as metastatistical
tools.

In this article,I shalldeveloptwo metastatistical
tools and demonstratetheir value for resolvinga
problemin hazardassessmentwhich is often at
the heart of policy controversies-namely, the
problemof interpretingwhat negativestatistical
results indicate about the true extent of a sub-
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stance's hazard. My strategy will be first to discuss
in a general fashion the problem of participation
and to suggest how it might be tackled. Next, I
will illustrate the problem by reference to a specific
case study, and then I will develop and apply a
set of metastatistical tools to that case.
I am focusing this article on the nature of metastatistical tools and their value for public participation. I do not intend to recommend how the
resulting participation is to be implemented or
how the participants should be chosen (see Note
40}. Although these latter issues must also be
addressed in a complete metastatistical program,
the tools themselves are primary regardless of
how the logistics of participation are sorted out.
Most importantly, the nature of these tools determines the role it is plausible to expect the
public to play.2
Carrying out such a metastatistical program requires considerations from diverse fields and is a
task uniquely suited to work in interdisciplinary
studies of science. By pursuing this task, science
studies can play a dynamic and socially significant
role in promoting effective public influence in
shaping policies and resolving controversies.

The GrowingProblemof Public
Participationand the Metastatisticsof
Hazard
Stages of Hazard Analysis
Hazard analysis is a multi-faceted enterprise
that can be divided into three very broad stages:
1) data generation, 2) hazard assessment, and 3)
hazard evaluation.3
Data generation includes (retrospective) casecontrol studies, and (prospective) randomized
treatment-control experiments. For example, many
studies were conducted in the 1960s and 1970s
to obtain data on the hazards associated with oral
contraceptives. One of the most controversial
hazards investigated was that of thromboembolic
diseases.
On the basis of data collected in such studies,
statements of the hazards associated with the
substance in question are made. Typical examples
of hazard assessments are found in the reports
on oral contraceptives by the Advisory Committee
to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
in 1966 and 1969, respectively:

The data .. . are not adequateto confirm or refute
the role of oral contraceptivesin thromboembolic
disease. They do, however, suggest that if oral
contraceptives act as a cause they do so very
infrequently relative to the number of users.4
The fact remains that in the prospective trials of
oral contraceptives [reported in a given study],
no excess risk of thromboembolism has been
shown.5
These hazard assessments can be distinguished
from subsequent hazard evaluations, which explicitly involve weighing benefits against risk. On
the basis of the hazard assessments of the pill,
for example, the 1966 Advisory Committee to the
FDA made the following hazard evaluation: "The
committee finds no adequate scientific data, at
this time, proving these compounds unsafe for
human use."6 The notion of "safety" is acknowledged to involve weighing benefits against risk,
and the follow-up FDA report in 1969 makes the
consideration of benefits explicit:
When these potential hazards and the value of
the drugs are balanced, the Committee finds the
ratio of benefit to risk sufficiently high to justify
the designation safe within the intent of
legislation.7
Relating hazard assessments to hazard evaluations, and to any subsequent policies, involves
a deliberate and explicit injection of various societal policy values. As is typical for such
evaluations, the FDA Advisory Committee's
evaluations gave rise to such controversial policy
questions as: What is the meaning of the double
negative "no proof of unsafety" or of "safe within
the intent of legislation"? How are benefits to be
weighed against risks, and to whom should these
apply?
In contrast, the entry of values in relating data
to hazard assessments is rarely made explicit, if
it is not wholly denied. A common idealized view
of hazard analysis is the following: A qualified
expert makes a value-free assessment of the hazards involved; societal groups indicate the values
they attach to certain hazards; and then, by some
means appropriately sensitive to the two components, a hazard evaluation is reached. Echoing
this ideal, Howard Raiffa, in a report to the National Academy of Sciences, argues that hazard
assessments should meet the following criterion:
Free from the values of policy values. Report
should not prejudge policy conclusions. Values
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appropriateto policy evaluation should not influence assessments of uncertainties.8
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intohazarddecisions,theirvehemenceandtechnical naivete may leave the paid professionals
aghast,reinforcingsuspicionsthat the publicis
stupid.11

Consequences of Finding All Stages of Hazard
Analysis Imbued With Values

Manyrecentanalysesof valuesandpublicpolicy
seemto cast doubton the possibilityof satisfying
Raiffa'scriterion.Theseanalysesarguethatvalues
impinge,not only at the hazardevaluationstage,
butat the hazardassessmentstageas well. Hazard
assessments, it is argued, involve value-laden
judgmentsboth in generatingdata and in interpretingresults.
Ifeven hazardassessmentsarenot freeof policy
values, then the public, in a democraticsociety,
should have some means to ensure that these
assessmentsaresensitiveto the valuesthey hold.
the entranceof policy values at
Understandably,
all stages of hazardanalysisis stressedin many
argumentsto show the need for increasedpublic
participationin hazardregulation.Althoughsuch
argumentshave helped open up severalnew avenues for public participation,the resultingparticipationhas failed to reflect the broadsocietal
concernsmanyhopedit would.Instead,as Harvey
Brooksnotes, "the economicinterestshave now
learnedhow to use the newlycreatedopportunities
for public input to their own advantage."9
The problem,as I see it, is this: The hazard
analyseswith the most openingsforinjectingvalue
judgments(andthus most acutely threatenedby
arethosebasedon incomplete
biasandcontroversy)
or inaccuratedata.1?Yet these analysesrest on
hazardassessmentsdependingheavily on scientific,especiallystatistical,expertiseandaredensely
shroudedin technical-statisticalcomplexities.So,
on the one hand, the area of statistical hazard
assessmentjustifies the strongestargumentsfor
publicparticipation(as it has many openingsfor
But on the otherhand,it is an
value-judgments).
area in which the lay public is in the weakest
position to participate-at least at present.
Lack of statistical knowledge,if it does not
keep the public out of technicallyintensive controversiesentirely, is likely to renderattempted
publicinterventionineffectualor actuallycounterproductive.As BaruchFischoffandhis colleagues
remark:
Citizensin a democraticsociety will eventually
interferewith decisionsin whichthey do not feel
represented.Whenlay peopledo forcetheirway

To forestall such mutual incomprehension,the
public (orits representatives)requiresan understandingof the statisticalevidenceof hazardsassociatedwith hazardevaluations.
Insteadof encouraginga careful look at the
natureand role of statistical evidence,however,
the increasingawarenessthat values may enter
at all stagesof hazardanalysishas tendedto deflect
attentionaway from the statistical-scientificishazardassessments.
suesin resolvingcontroversial
The political and scientific communities have
failedto recognizethat in minimizingscientificstatistical issues the problemof effectivepublic
participation is exacerbated.

Why Decreasing Emphasis on Issues of
Evidence Increases the Problem of
Participation

The key problemsof publicparticipation
revolve
aroundthe public's inability to hold expertrisk
assessorsaccountableto the policy values of society. And, ironically,findingthat hazardassessments may ultimately dependon policy values
seems to have helpedfree the expertsfrombeing
held responsiblefor their assessments.For one
thing,the view thatconflictinghazardassessments
largelyreflect conflictingpolicy values provides
a warrantfor denyingthe validity of any assessment leadingto policies deemedunfavorable.Individualsareencouraged
to view "expertscientific
support"as something that can be enlisted for
anypositionwhatever.Methodsof statisticalhazardassessmentareregarded
with generalmistrust,
ratherthan as instrumentsfor adjudicatingcontroversialassessmentsobjectively.12
Moreover,if disagreementsoverhazardassessments areviewedas primarilydisagreementsover
policy values, there would seem to be little justification for criticizingan expertassessmentas
or incompetenton objectivescientific
irresponsible
grounds.This situationprovidesregulatoryagencies with a convenientdefenseagainstcriticisms
when their hazardassessments prove to be inaccurate.13But, as I shall argue,the values appropriateat the stage of hazardassessmentare
scientific and evidential,not political. As such,
thereoftenis genuinewarrantforcriticizinghazard
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assessments as invalid, and hazardassessorsas
of data.Unable
incompetentor biasedinterpreters
to scrutinizethe evidenceunderlyingassessments,
the public-as well as manyjudges,lawyers,regulators,and scientists-is unableto expresssuch
criticisms.As MarcelLaFollettecorrectlynotes:
when policymakersand the public becomeimpatient with expert dissensus,they often lack
sufficientunderstandingof the reasonsfor such
disagreementand rarelyare able to argueeffectively ... A strong case for effortsto establish
such understandingcan be made for scientists,
lawyers, and policymakersas well as for the
public .... 14

And this understandingrequiresa meansfor distinguishinghazardassessmentsthat areprejudged
by policyvaluesfromthose warrantedby the evidence.Givenits importanceforparticipation,
why
has this understandingnot been forthcoming?A
ratherdisturbing,but no doubtpartlycorrect,explanationis given in an articleby MarcRoberts,
StephenThomas,and MichaelDowling:
Too many of the participantshavegoodreasons

notto distinguish
scientificevidencefrompolicy
thevarious
not to analyzecarefully
preferences,

andnot to accept
sourcesof technicaldisagreement
responsibilityfor some decisionsor judgments.1$

Can Judgmentsof Policy ValueBe
Distinguishedfrom Judgmentsof Evidence?A
Problemfor Philosophyof Statistics
Failureto distinguishconflictsof scientificevidence from those of policy preferenceis not so
much the resultof deliberateattemptsto insulate
professionalsfromchargesof incompetenceas the
failureto see how such a distinctioncanbe drawn
objectively.This deficiencyin turnreflectsa genuine misunderstandingof statisticalevidence.
Giventhe widespreaduse of statisticalmethods
in science, most individualstend to assumethat
their logicalbasis is not a subjectof controversy,
and that they are well understoodby those who
employ them. This is not true. The validity of
even the most routinelyused methodsis the subject of enormous confusion and philosophical
Conflictinghazardassessments,and
controversy.16
the problemof adjudicating
them,arecloselyconnected to the statistical and philosophicalcontroversies over the possibility of interpreting

statisticalresults objectively.The way in which
these controversies intertwine is very poorly
understoodby boththe expertsandthe lay public.
The problemas usuallyperceivedis this: Using
statistical methods to reachhazardassessments
requires"extra-statistical"
judgmentsas to what
data to collect, how largea sample to take, and
what level of reliabilityto use. Mostphilosophers
of statistics maintain that these judgmentsare
necessarilysubjective,reflectingpragmaticand,
in this case, policy value considerations.17
Since
any resultingstatistical reportsdependon these
subjectivechoices,they too arenecessarilycolored
by subjectivepolicy values-or so many philosophersargue.Ifone acceptsthis argument,conflicts
overhazardassessmentsshouldbe treatedas conflicts over policy value.
But this argumentis erroneous;andconflating
conflicts over hazardassessments and conflicts
over policy values is a mistake. The judgments
requiredin applyingstatisticalmethodsto reach
hazard assessments may reflect policy values,
conventions,pragmaticconsiderations,or other
factors.But it does not follow that given the statistical method chosen, the questionof whether
a hazardassessmentis warrantedby the evidence
need also be infected with the subjectivevalues
of the earlierjudgments.Whetherdata warrant
an assessmentis an empiricalquestionto which
an objectiveanswercan often be given;18(thatis,
it may well meet Raiffa'scriterion:"Freefrom
the values of policy values").
A crude analogy may help. My interest in
whetherI have gainedas little as one-halfpound
may be a matter of my subjectivevalues. But
whether a scale with a digitalread-outin whole
pounds,say, is a good tool for findingthis out is
not a matterof my subjectivevalues. Neither is
it a matter of pure logic. It involves empirical
mattersaboutthe scale, the weighingconditions,
my typicalweightfluctuations,andso on.Whether
or not a changein weight is detecteddependson
the type of scale chosen for the task. But given
the scale chosen (as well as the weighing conditions),whetheror not a gainis detecteddepends
on how much I have actually gained!For this
reason, knowledge of this dependencyenables
learning about my weight gain from the scale
readingand expressingan interestin detectinga
certaingain in terms of the scale that shouldbe
used.
The function of the metastatisticaltools I am
suggestingis analogousto that servedby knowl-
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edge of the dependenciesbetweenscale used and
actual weight gained. Lackingsuch knowledge
prevents individuals from both understanding
hazardassessments,and expressingtheirattitudes
about hazards unambiguouslyto professionals
purportingto elicit "what the public wants."19
Diminishing the importanceof such statistical
knowledgehas hadthe (mostlyunintended)effect
of hampering,not helping,the public in holding
riskassessorsandregulatorsaccountable
to societal
values.

Controversial Statistical Assessments of
No-Increased Hazard: The Case of Oral
Contraceptives
These points are best elucidatedby means of an
actual case study. Although many studies conductedin the 1960s and 1970swere takenas evidence that oral contraceptivesseriouslyincrease
the risk of blood-clotting disease, several researchersdisagreedwith this assessment. Paul
David Stolley's 1977 review of the U.S. evidence
reported:
A studyfromPuertoRicobyFuertes,et al., which
was a randomizedcontrolledtrialof oralcontraceptives,has reportedno increasedincidenceof
thromboembolicdisease in personstaking the
oral contraceptives... this experimentis often
cited as evidence that the case-controlstudies
from the United States and from England,and
observationalcohort or prospectivestudies reportedfrom England,may be findinga spurious
association.20

The specifichazardassessmentreachedby Fuertes
et al.21is that the statistical analyses of the Fuertes'

data
indicatethatthereis no significant
in
difference

the risk of developingthrombophlebitisamong
pill usersandamongpatientsin the controlgroup.
(p. 262)

Hazardassessmentsof this typemaybe abbreviated
as No-Increaseor NI-assessments.Becausesuch
hazardassessmentsare often the sourceof controversy,it is desirableto developa generalset
of tools for their clarification.
NI-assessmentsassertthat, on average,the in-
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cidenceof the hazardamongthose exposedto the
treatmentin question is no higher than the incidence of the hazardwere they not so exposed
(or were they exposedto some other treatment).
But rarelyis it possibleto undo the treatmentto
observewhat would have occurredif none of the
experimentalsubjectshad been given the treatment. Whenpossible,what is done in such cases
is carryout a comparativerandomexperiment.21
The idea of a comparativerandomexperimentis,
roughly,to assignthe treatmentrandomlyto half
of the subjectsstudied,leavingthe otherhalf(the
control group)untreated.At the end of the experiment,the average(i.e., the mean)numbersof
subjectsshowingthe effect of interestin the two
groupsare compared.
In the Fuertes'study, from 1961 to 1969, approximately 10,000 women were randomlyassignedto either the treatedgroup,wherewomen
were given an oral contraceptiveor the control
group,wherewomenweregivena differentmethod
of contraception.Eachgroupcontainedapproximately 5,000 women. At the end of the study,
nine of the 5,000 treatedand eight of the 5,000
not treatedwerefoundto havehada blood-clotting
disease.23The observed(positive)difference,then,
was 1/5000 (or 0.0002).
Fora numberof reasons,the methodsby which
such observeddifferenceslead to assessmentsof
"no (significant)increase" in hazard(i.e., NIassessments)are statistical. First,the NI-assessment refers to two experimentalpopulationsof
women:one whereall takethe pill andone where
none do. The treatedand controlgroupsactually
observed,however,only constitutesamplesfrom
each.Second,numerousfactorsotherthanan oral
contraceptive
may causeor preventblood-clotting
diseases;so the differenceobservedmay be due
to these factorsand not strictly to the presence
or absenceof the treatmentof interest.As a result,
the observeddifferencedoes not logically entail
the NI-assessment.The datais firstusedto reach
a statistical report;then that reportleads to the
NI-assessment.In the Fuertes'study, as in most
studiesof this type, this is accomplishedby a test
of the statistical significanceof differences.
This test itself, of course,requiresthat certain
assumptionsbe met by the study actually performed;and these assumptionsmust be checked
in scrutinizingan NI-assessment.Such scrutiny
calls for a separateanalysisthat I will not address
here,but this separateanalysiswill itself involve
runningvarious tests of the significanceof dif-
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ferences.24So, for either analysis, the place to
start is with the significancetest.
A Test of the Statistical Significance of
Differences

A test of the significanceof differencessets up
a statistical hypothesis,H, the null hypothesis.
In the Fuertes'study, the null hypothesisis that
an oral contraceptive has a "null" effect on a

woman's chance of suffering blood-clotting
disorders:
H: The probable(mean)incidenceof clottingdisordersin women treated(with the pill) doesnot
exceedthe probableincidenceamongthe controls.

So the null hypothesisassertsthat any observed
differencein clotting rates in the sample of treated

and control subjectsis merely due to accidental
fluctuations.
The test consists of a rule that specifieswhich
of the possibleobserveddifferencesis to be taken
as rejectingthe null hypothesis.RejectingH in
this context is tantamountto acceptingan alternativehypothesis,J,which in this case asserts
that there is some positive increasein the incidence of blood-clottingdisordersamongwomen
A rejectionof H is
taking oral contraceptives.25
a positive result; a failureto rejectis a negative
one. The observationof any positive difference
in incidence-even if quite large-is logically
consistent with the truth of the null hypothesis
H. But H assertsthat "large"differencesarerare.
Using statisticalknowledge,it is possibleto calculate how frequentlya differenceas largeas, or
largerthan,the one observedwouldarise,assuming
that the null hypothesis H is true. This is the
significancelevel of the observeddifference,often
referredto as its p-value.
ofanobserved
Thestatisticalsignificance
(p-level)

as large
differencemeasureshow oftena difference
as or largerthan the one observedwouldariseif
the null hypothesisH (e.g., zero increase)were
true.

Unfamiliaritywith p-valueshas led manycommentatorsto accept that such reportsare likely
to be inaccessible to various groups of nonscientists. Thomas 0. McGarity,for example,
suggests that judges are unqualifiedto review
technical aspects of disputesbecause

The appellatejudgewho has no idea what a 'p'
value is will not find the answerin a typical
scientificrulemakingrecord.26

It is implausible,he suggests, to train them in
such technical matters.But, as I hope to show,
it requiresvery minimal "technicaltraining"to
understandthe centralidea of p-levels.
Significancelevels may be construedas giving
standardunits formeasuringthe distancebetween
the observeddifferencein incidenceand the differencesexpectedassumingthe truthof hypothesis
H.27This distancemeasureis inverted:Thelarger
the significancelevel, the smaller the distance
of the sampledatafrom the dataexpectedunder
hypothesisH. The smallerthe significancelevel,
the largerthis distance; that is, the smallerthe
chanceof such a differenceoccurringif in fact H
is true.It is intuitivelyplausibleto rejectH when
(and only when) the observeddata is far from
what would be expectedif H were true.This intuition is precisely capturedin a typical test of
H:
Test of H: RejectH (zeroincrease)if andonly if
the significancelevel of the observeddifference
(in incidencerates)is sufficientlysmall.

Howsmallshoulda significancelevelberequired
to be beforethe null hypothesis(of zeroincrease)
is rejected?Conventionalchoices are 0.05 and
0.01; but the justificationfor these levels (as opposed to, say, 0.08 or 0.03) is known to be controversial(see Note 161.Still, there is little lif
any) dispute that unless a significancelevel is
reasonablysmall (say,0.15 or less) the resultdoes
not warrantrejectingthe null hypothesis(i.e., it
does not warranta positive result).For the significancelevel equalsthe chancethat such a rejection is a false positive; and an inferencewith
a high chance of being in erroris not felt to be
warranted.
Whatis the significancelevel of the difference
observedin the Fuertes'study?Ofthe5,000women
who took the oral contraceptive,therewas only
one more case of a blood-clottingdisease than
among the 5,000 who did not take the contraceptive; the differencewas 1/5000. Even if the
null hypothesis (zero increasedincidence)were
true,differencesas largeas (orlargerthan)1/5000
would occur 40% of the time.28Hence, the statistical significanceof the observeddifferencein
the Fuertes'study is 0.4. Such a result (oftenreportedsimply as "not statisticallysignificant")is
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taken as grounds for not rejecting hypothesis H:
it is a negative result. If it were taken to reject
hypothesis H (positive result), then it would do
so erroneously 40% of the time. Figure 1 shows
the relations between the statistical report (of the
observed significance level, for example) and the
three stages of hazard analysis sketched earlier.
Although there is little disagreement that significance levels as large as 0.4 should not be taken
to reject hypothesis H, there is a great deal of
disagreement as to what such a "failure to reject
the null hypothesis" indicates about the actual
extent of the hazard. The move from a technical
statistical report (of the observed p-level) to an
assessment of hazard goes beyond pure formal
statistics; and it is in this move that interpretive
disagreement arises. Does it follow that once the
statistician reports the significance level, his or
her objective statistical work is done? The prevailing view seems to be that it does. McGarity
makes this point very clearly.
Statisticians can tell the decisionmaker the probability that the observed result is attributable
merely to chance or, in otherwords,the probability
that the result is a 'false positive'; but that is
the limit of scientific expertise. Whether a given
probability of a 'false positive' result forms an
acceptable foundation for a particularregulatory
action is quintessentially

a policy question.29

According to this view, the stage of hazard assessment essentially collapses upon the stage of
hazard evaluation. But this leaves no room between
questions of policy values and questions of how
well the assessment itself is warranted by the
data.
Notice how this view arises out of the two
general assumptions cited earlier. First, all judgments involved in reaching hazard assessments

DATA (Fuertes):
9 of 5000 women on
the Pill, and 8 of
5000 not on the Pill
had blood-clotting
disorders

that do not arise from unambiguous mathematical
or scientific considerations are lumped under
"policy value" choices. Second, whatever requires
considerations of values or "discretion" is thought
to fall outside the proper domain of purely scientific expertise. Given both these assumptions,
it is not surprising to find the role of the statistical
expert reduced to the formal calculation of such
things as significance levels.
Such a view, however, is radically divorced from
the uses to which statistical tests can be and often
are put in reaching such evidential claims as that
stated by the FDA Advisory Committee in 1969:
The probability of a series of differences as large
or larger than that observed is greater than 0.5.
Thus there is no evidence from this material that
the risk is enhanced....30
Does the report of a high significance level, then,
warrant the assessment "no evidence of increased
incidence of hazard"? That admittedly requires
going beyond formal statistical reports themselves.
But it does not thereby go beyond the proper domain of statistical-scientific
expertise {even if we
accept the second assumption excluding policy
values from this domain).
What is required to answer such questions is
an understanding of the scientific lor evidential)
import of a statistical report, and more specifically,
the import of "failing to find a statistically significant difference (with a given test)." Although
there is much disagreement as to what information
such a statistical report provides, these disagreements do not essentially revolve around policy
values-at least not if they are correctly understood. These disagreements, rather, concern the
metastatistical problem of interpreting negative
statistical reports.
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Understanding a Negative Statistical Result:
Of Tests and Scales

Understandingnegative statistical results is
analogousto understandingany negative result
in science.Amongthe mostfamiliaris the negative
resultproducedbyMichelsonandMorleyin testing
the (null)hypothesis:The etherhas no effect on
the velocity of light in any direction.Immense
effort went into showing that their apparatus
would have detected even a small change in the

speedof light had therebeen one. Only then was
it possibleto resolvethe controversy
as to whether
theirfailureto detecta differencein velocitytruly
indicated that no ether effect existed.31Analogously,understandinga negativestatisticalresult
requiresunderstandingwhat sort of increase(in
hazard)the significancetest in question would
have detected (with fairly high frequency)had
there been such an increase.
This point is both obviousandfamiliar.It can
be shown by pressingmy weight analogya bit
further.To find out whether I have gainedany
weight since I weighedin last week, say, at 125
pounds,I conduct this test: I weigh myself on a
scale that is stuck at reading125 pounds.If the
scalereads125,I concludeI havegainedno weight.
But this silly "test" had no chance of detecting
an increaseeven if I didgainweight.This extreme
caseillustratesa generalrationaleforinterpreting
negativeresults:If the test had no chanceof detecting an increase,a negative result (failingto
detect an increase)clearly does not mean there
was no increase.
SupposeI run a secondtest. I weigh myself on
a digitalreadoutscale whereweight is expressed
in whole poundunits. The result turnsout to be
the same weight in poundsas last week. Should
I concludeI have not gainedeven as little as onehalf pound?Since my test had little chance of
detecting such a small increase, even if I had
gainedit, this negativeresult is poorgroundsfor
thinking I have not gained one-halfpound. On
the other hand, this negative reportis a good
indicationthat I have not gainedas much as a
full pound. For,had I gaineda pound,then it is
unlikely that the scale would have registeredno
gainfromlast week. (Itis likely that a one-pound
increasewould have causedsome observedgain.)
Moreover,my negativereadingis an even better
indicationthat I have not gainedas much as five
pounds,and betterstill that I have not gained10
or more. A very simple principlethus emerges:

A failureto find a differencein scalereadingonly
indicatesthe nonexistenceof a given increase(in
weight)if the instrumentused had a reasonable
chance of findinga differencewere it in fact to
exist.
Wecan applythis principletowardunderstanding the failureto finda differencemorestatistically
significantthan 0.4, where the instrumentnow
is a statisticaltest. In doingso, a point too often
overlookedbecomesapparent;namely,not all 0.4
statisticallyinsignificantdifferencesindicatethe
sameabsenceof increase.Whatthey indicatewill
varywith the size of increasethat the given test
had a fairlygood chanceof detecting;that is, the
result will vary with the sensitivity of the test.
In some cases, the samplesize may have been
so small (relative to the incidence rate of the
hazardin question)that the test had a very poor
chanceof pickingup anybutthe grossestincreases.
Such an insensitive test can be specifiedso that
it is overwhelminglylikely not to rejectthe hypothesis H of zero-increase.This might reflecta
deliberatedesire for the substancetested to get
a clean bill of health, or (as is often the case) it
may be that a large enough sample is deemed
impracticalor unethical.32How then can I mainof a test result
tainthat an objectiveunderstanding
is possible?
The answeris that it does not matterwhy the
test was specifiedthe way it was at least not for
the sake of understandingwhat increasedhazard
is or is not indicatedby the result.My subjective
interest in avoidinga reportof weight gain of a
given amountmay be the reasonformy choosing
to use a given scale, but one would not suppose
that criticizingwhat the scale really says about
my weightgainis a matterof my subjectivevalues
as well.

How to Tell the Truth (aboutHazard
Assessments) with Metastatistics
To illustrate both the problemand the solution
that I am recommending,I will describean imaginarysocial groupwhose attitude towardthe
is this:"Noincreased
hazardsof oralcontraceptives
risk of blood-clottingdiseases"shouldmeanthat
"nomorethanone additionalcaseof sucha disease
resultsfor every 10,000women on the pill" (over
a givenperiod).All membersof this groupdemand
evidenceshowingthatno morethanone additional
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case of clotting disordersper 10,000 women is
expected before the designation"no significant
increasedhazard"{withrespectto such disorders)
is warranted.How well is this minimal policy
requirementreflectedin the Fuertes'assessment?
If we examine the Fuertes'data, we find that
the only "hardscientific facts" are these: nine
out of 5,000 women on the oralcontraceptive(for
ten years)andeightof 5,000not on themdeveloped
blood-clottingdiseases. This differencehas significancelevel 0.4, whichthe Fuertes'studyasserts
is not deemed significant enough to reject the
null hypothesisof zero-increased
hazard.If I know
a little statistics, then I understandthat such a
result would occur 40% of the time even if the
hypothesisof zero-increaseweretrue.Buta memberof the interestedsubgroupmight still seek an
answerto the question:Does this resultconstitute
evidence that no more than one additionalcase
of the disease would be expected per 10,000
women (on the pill)?
Workon values and public policy assertsonly
that,beyondthe facts,one needsto consultpolicy
values;only policy value considerationscan help
in interpretingtechnical statistical results upon
which hazardassessmentsare based.Notice, in
this scenario,the subgroupis in possessionof the
(alleged)facts (furtherdetails of the study could
be added as well). They also know the policy
value that they wish to see reflectedin the assessment.Nevertheless,membersarestill unable
to tell how well this value has been reflectedin
the Fuertes'assessment.Is it possibleto do better?
Yes, it is. The place to startis with the intuitive
principlereachedearlier.It alerts the questioner
to the underlyingincreasesnot ruledout by negativeresults.As statisticianA.W.Edwardswarns,
Repeatednon-rejectionof the null hypothesisis
too easilyinterpreted
as indicatingits acceptance,
so thaton the basisof no priorinformation
coupled
with little observationaldata,the null hypothesis
is accepted.33
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in 10,000;that is, supposethat oralcontraceptives
cause, on average,two additionalcases of bloodclotting disordersper 10,000women. But in that
case, a result as insignificant(as close to zero)or
even moreinsignificantthanthe one we obtained
(i.e., 2/10,000) would occur 50% of the time.34
Surely, failing to reject the zero-increaseclaim
with the result of the Fuertes'study cannot be
taken as rulingout positive increasesas small as
two in 10,000.The result of the study (0.4 insignificant difference)is just the sort of thing that
occurshalf the time in studiesof substancesthat
cause two additionalcases of the disorderper
10,000 women. If such a result were taken as
warrantingthe assessment "The increasedincidenceof clotting diseasesamongpill takersis no
greaterthan 2 in 10,000,"then it would lead to
erroneousassessments50% of the time.
Suchan erroris an exampleof a false negative;
a reportof a statistically insignificantresult is
takenas evidencethat the increasedhazardis no
morethansomefractionwhen,in fact,the increase
exceeds this fraction.The 50%,in the aboveexample, then, refers to the probabilitythat the
Fuertes'datawould lead to false negativesof this
sort.Althoughconsiderableattentionis focussed
on the frequencyof false positives (i.e., on the
significancelevel orp-valueof the difference),the
frequencyof false negativesis rarelyreportedand
oftenignored.Yet the frequenciesoffalsenegatives
afforda crucialtool for understanding
whata negative result does and does not "say"about the
actual increasedhazard.
The mannerin whichit doesso was exemplified
above.It was reasonedthata resultas insignificant
as (or even more insignificantthan)the one observedoccursas much as 50% of the time if the
increasedincidence of hazardis as much as two
cases per 10,000women. Therefore,the observed
resultis not a goodindicationthat the increased
incidenceof clottingdiseaseis less thantwo cases
per 10,000 women (on the pill).35 This observation

can be generalizedin the followingmetastatistical
rule:

In other words,failingto rejectthe hypothesis
of zero-increaseis not the sameas havingpositive
evidencethat the increasedhazardis exactlyzero.
For, very small and even zero differencesin the
observed effect (between treated and control

groups)can occurwhen the actualincreaseexceeds
zero.In fact,they may occurwith greatfrequency.
Suppose,for instance,that the actualincreasein
the incidenceof blood-clottingdisorderswas two

(M-1):A statisticallyinsignificantdifference(i.e.,

a non-rejection
of H:O-increase)
is apoorindication
thatthe increasedhazardis less thansomefraction
f to the extent that such an insignificantresult
frequently arises even if the increased hazard is

not less thanf.

Thisrulesuggeststhatan insigriificant
difference
warrantsruling out only those increasedhazard
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ratesthat wouldinfrequentlygive rise to so small
a (positive)difference(betweentreatedandcontrol
subjects).Althoughthe resultof the Fuertes'study
fails to rule out increasedhazardsas small as two
in 10,000;it does providegroundsfor rulingout
increasedhazardrates as large as two cases in
1,000women.Why?Becauseif the increasedhazardwere as largeas two cases per 1,000,such an
insignificantresult would occur only 2% of the
time (i.e., 98% of the time a largerdifference

between treated and controls would arise).36The

reasoningis analogousto that of the weighing
example:If such a small difference(e.g.,in scale
reading)would almost neverariseusing this test
(instrument)and if the actualincreasein hazard
(in weight) were as much as f (e.g., one pound),
then observingsuch a small differenceis a good
indication that the actual increase was not as
large as f. This reasoningis capsulizedin the
following companionto rule M-l:
(M-2):A statisticallyinsignificantdifference(in
is a good indicationthat
testing H: O-increase)
the increasedhazardrateis less thansomefraction
f to the extent that such an insignificantresult
rarelyresultsfroman increaseas largeas f.37

Implications for Understanding and Criticizing
NI-Assessments

The metastatisticalrules M-1 andM-2 provide
an answerto the questionI raisedforthe imaginary
societalgroup,namely,"Dothe Fuertes'dataprovide good evidencethat no more than one additional case of a blood-clottingdiseaseper 10,000
women on the pill is expected?"The answeris
no.

Accordingto M-2, the Fuertes'data tell only
thatthereareno groundsto fearthatthe increased
hazardrate is as large as two cases per 1,000
women;but that conclusiondoes not provideassuranceto individualsworriedabout increased
hazardrates as small as one case in 10,000.For,
accordingto M-l, the result was seen to fail to
rule out increasesof two in 10,000;and, as one
wouldexpect,it provideseven poorergroundsfor
rulingout increasedhazardsof onlyonein 10,000.38
Supposethat the NI-assessment,basedon results
such as the Fuertes'study, is stated specifically
as "The results indicate no more than 1 additional

case of clotting disordersamong 10,000women
on the pill is expected."The rule M-1 enables

one to show effectivelythat such an assessment
is flawed.Given the studyperformedandthe statistical test applied,the statisticalresult simply
doesnot warrantrulingout sucha smallincreased
hazard;to interpretit as if it doesis to misinterpret
it.
If the hazardassessmentof no-increase(NI)is
stated vaguely as "The results indicate no significant (orno relevant)increasein incidenceof
hazards(amongwomenon the Pill),"
blood-clotting
then, althoughthese metastatisticalrules do not
rejectsuch an assessmentoutright,they may be
usedto: (i)Ascertainthe approximate
lowerbound
that the negative result warrants ruling out39and

use this to check how well subsequenthazard
evaluationsand policies accordwith one's tolerance of hazard;and (ii) Comparethis hazard
with the lower boundof hazardassociatedwith
a differentsubstanceby applyingM-1 and M-2
to studies of the latter. If dataon the lattersubstance (e.g.,cyclamates)are foundto indicatean
increasedhazardno greaterthan that shown for
the former(e.g.,oral contraceptives),andyet the
latterleads to very differentregulatorydecisions,
then one should be able to point to specific differencesin policy values effectivelyoperatingin
the two cases.
By applyingrules M-1 and M-2 to a varietyof
studies of the sort beingconsideredhere,we can
gain a real understandingof negative statistical
results.Armedwith such tools, the public40will
be in a betterpositionto understandcontroversies
basedon negativehazardassessmentsandto distinguishissues of statisticalevidencefromissues
of policy value. Interestedindividualsmay begin
to demand, in a way experts understand,that
studiesbe carriedout onlyif theyhavea reasonable
chance of providing sufficient evidence about
hazardsof interest. For example,if one wanted
to ensurethata non-rejection
of thenullhypothesis
in the Fuertes'studywouldindicatethatincreases
as small as one in 10,000could be ruledout, the
treatedand controlgroupswouldhave to contain
approximatelyone million women each.41The
impracticalityof sufficientlylargesamplesmay,
of course, often force hazardassessmentsto be
made with less complete data, therebynecessitating more subtle statistical considerationsin
interpretingthe data.As I haveargued,these considerationsare not merepolicy value preferences
for which expert assessors cannot rightly be
challenged.
Ultimately, a system of metastatisticalrules
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may be formulated not only for the assessment
of no-increased hazard but also for other types of
statistical claims upon which public policies are
often based.42 Such metastatistical rules would
require information from a great many areas, and
hence formulating such rules is a task uniquely
suited to the interdisciplinary study of science
and society. By taking on this task, such interdisciplinary studies would begin to serve the
important function of increasing the public's
understanding of, and ability to resolve, policy
controversies having serious consequences for
society.
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Notes
1. Science, Technology, & Human Values, Volume
9 (Winter 1984): 14-183.
2. A number of empirical studies are often taken to
show the cognitive limitations of laypersons in
graspingstatistical complexities (e.g.,Amos Tversky
and Daniel Kahneman, "Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases," Science, Volume
185 (27 September 1974): 1124-1131). Whatever
evidence these studies provide of existing deficiencies, they do not apply to the educational tools
I propose. On the contrary,closer scrutiny of these
studies reveals that the poor performanceof those
studied is largely due to the lack of information
at their disposal. See Baruch Fischoff, Sara Lichtenstein, Paul Slovic, S. Derby, and R. Keeney,
Acceptable Risk (Cambridge,England:Cambridge
University Press, 1981), Chapters2 and 9. Also see
note 19.
3. In distinguishing these three stages, I am following
the conceptual distinctions made, for example, by
Howard Raiffa, "Science and Policy: Their Separation and Integration in Risk Analysis," The
American Statistician, Volume 36, Number 3, Part
2 (August 1982): 225-231, as Chairman of the
Committee on Risk and Decision Making. Finer
distinctions, such as that between hazardsand risks,
will not be needed for the present discussion.
4. N.J. Eastman, "Report of the Task Force on
Thromboembolic Disease," in Food and Drug Administration: Report on the Oral Contraceptives
(1 August 1966), p. 19. Emphasis added.
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5. P.E. Sartwell, et al., "Reportof the Task Force on
Thromboembolic Disorders," in Food and Drug
Administration: Second Report on the Oral Contraceptives (1 August 1969), p. 29.
6. AdvisoryCommittee on Obstetricsand Gynecology,
FDA: Report on the Oral Contraceptives (1 August
1966): 13. Emphasis added.
7. AdvisoryCommittee on Obstetricsand Gynecology,
FDA: Second Report on the Oral Contraceptives
(1 August 1969): 9. The Committee notes (p. 8)
that "nowhere do they [the Kefauver-Harris
Amendments of 1962] define safety .... Therefore,
evaluatingsafety of a drugrequiresweighing benefit
against risk."
8. Raiffa, op. cit., p. 228. Emphasis added.
9. Harvey Brooks, "The Resolution of Technically
Intensive Public Policy Disputes," Science, Technology, & Human Values, Volume 9 (Winter1984):
47. Brooks makes the useful suggestion that "by
requiring each side in a controversy to specify in
advance what type of experiment or evidence or
analysis would convince them to alter their policy
position" {p. 42) a key step toward understanding
and possibly resolving the controversy is taken.
The metastatistical rules I suggest may be used to
carry this out.
10. Helen Longino discusses how the case of oral contraceptivesillustrates this in "Beyond'BadScience':
Skeptical Reflections on the Value-Freedomof Scientific Inquiry," Science, Technology, &)Human
Values, Volume 8 (Winter 1983): 15.
11. Fischoff et al., op. cit., (note 2), p. 148. This book
is a notable exception to the tendency to downplay
technical tools as instrumentalfor increasingpublic
participation.The authors stress that "to participate
responsibly, the public needs to understand those
tools" (p. 149) used by the technical experts; and
they offer a number of valuable arguments and
recommendations.
12. Members of the statistics profession, well aware
of the mistrust of statistics by the public, have
sought to improve its image by devising an explicit
ethical code, Ethical Guidelines for Statistical
Practice. These guidelines, their history and the
reactions of a number of well known statisticians
to their implementation, are discussed in The
American Statistician, Volume 37, Number 1 (February1983):1-20. This discussionoffersrareinsights
regardinghow better to hold statistical hazard assessors accountable.
13. Ted Greenwood, "The Myth of Scientific Incompetence of Regulatory Agencies," Science, Technology,& Human Values, Volume 9 (Winter 1984):
83-96.
14. Marcel C. La Follette, "Forgingthe Links,"Science,
Technology,& Human Values, Volume 9 (Winter
1984): 6.
15. Marc Roberts, Stephen Thomas, and Michael
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Dowling, "MappingScientific Disputes That Affect
Public Policymaking," Science, Technology, &
Human Values, Volume 9 (Winter 1984): 120.
16. A classic sourcebookon this controversyas it arises
in the social sciences is D.E. Morrison and R.E.
Henkel, eds., The Significance Test ControversyA Reader (Chicago, IL: Aldine, 1970). For an introduction to the basic concepts of conflicting philosophies of statistics that is rigorousbut accessible
to non-statisticians, see Vic Barnett, Comparative
Statistical Inference (New York: Wiley, 1973). A
claim for which I have argued elsewhere is that
the criticism raised against orthodox statistical
methods rest on either misinterpretations or on
question-begging assumptions. See, for example,
Deborah Mayo, "On After-Trial Criticism of Neyman-Pearson Theory of Statistics," in Philosophy
of Science Association 1982, Volume One, Peter
D. Asquith and Tom Nickles, eds. (East Lansing,
MI: Philosophy of Science Association, 1982), pp.
145-158.
17. This philosophicalargumentis the focus of Deborah
Mayo, "An ObjectiveTheory of StatisticalTesting,"
Synthese, Volume 57, Number 3 (December 1983):
297-340. I claim the argumentis basedon an overly
narrow conception of objectivity, and defend what
I consider a more appropriateconception. I provide
general rules for objectively interpretingstatistical
reports, including those in the present paper, and
the mathematics underlying them.
18. LarryLaudanfirst convinced me that this question,
and consequently,the metastatisticalrules I propose
as a means of answering it, are empirical.In calling
them empirical I mean only that they involve facts
about certaintypes of plannedphysical experiments.
Given these facts, it seems to me that these rules
may more properly be termed epistemological.
19. First, questions posed in "attitude elicitation studies" generally involve statistical and decision-theoretic ideas and assumptions. Such questions
sometimes take the form: "To avoid some risk
(say, 1/106 increased chance of cancer)would you
be willing to pay $1? $2? $3?, etc." Even if one
were versed in thinking about such small probabilities and in terms of such trade-offs, it is far
from clear that one's actual attitude towarda given
risk would be elicited by means of the highest
amount one is (or claims to be) willing to pay to
avoid it. Second, such value elicitation studies are
themselves statistical affairs,often found to be rife
with biased questions and statistical fallacies. For
an excellent review of value-elicitationstudies with
respect to these two points, see Baruch Fischoff,
Paul Slovic, and Sara Lichtenstein, "Lay Foibles
and Expert Fables in JudgmentsAbout Risk," The
American Statistician, Volume 36, Number 3, Part
2 (August 1982): 240-255.
20. Paul David Stolley, "A Review of Data From the

United States Concerning the Relationship of
Thromboembolic Disease to Oral Contraceptives,"
in J. Sciarra,G. Zatuchni, and J. Speidel, eds. Risks,
Benefits, and Controversies in Fertility Control
(Hagerstown, MD: Harper &tRow, 1978), p. 123.
21. A. Fuertes-De La Haba, Jo Curet, I. Pelegrina, I.
Bangdiwala, "Thrombophlebitis Among Oral and
Nonoral Contraceptive Users," Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Volume 38, Number 2 (August 1971):
259-263. I have chosen to focus on the Fuertes'
study because (1)it was one of very few prospective
studies available at the time [since prospective
studies enable more control of other variablesthat
may be responsible for the effect than do retrospective ones (where one observes after-the-fact
cases with the effect), they are desirablefor making
causal inferences], and (2) it had a larger sample
size than other negative studies at the time, leading
to its being cited in arguments against the alleged
link between the pill and blood-clotting. Also see
note 24.
22. For a good discussion of comparative random experiments see S. Andersonet al., StatisticalMethods
for Comparative Studies (New York: John Wiley,
1980).
23. The actual results of the Fuertes' study were as
follows:
Group

With
thrombophlebitis

In
study

Incidence
per 1000

Oral
Control

9
8

4,965
4,933

1.81
1.62

17

9,898

1.72

Total

Simplifying the treated and control groupsto 5,000
each does not distort the present discussion or the
statistics.
24. To assure that the treated and control women in
this study were sufficiently homogeneous with respect to the chance of suffering a blood-clotting
disorder, the researcherstested a series of null hypotheses: the two groups do not significantly differ
with respect to year of admission, with respect to
age, number of pregnancies, last school year completed, income, years of marriageand other factors
thought to be relevant to clotting disorders.They
note that "when these factors were correlatedfor
both the oral and control groups, there was no
significant difference between the two groups."
Fuertes et al., op. cit., p. 262. My interest here is
not with the question of whether all relevant variables were controlled for, but with showing that
evidence for control amounts to a series of negative
statistical results.
25. The null hypothesis is simple in that it specifies
a single value for the difference in incidence rates,
namely, zero. The alternative hypothesis is com-
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posite as it consists of the set of positive increases
in incidence rates.
26. Thomas O. McGarity,"JudicialReview of Scientific
Rulemaking," Science, Technology, & Human
Values, Volume 9 {Winter 1984): 101.
27. This construal has been developed most systematically by Oscar Kempthome. See Oscar Kempthome and LeroyFolks, Probability, Statistics, and
Data Analysis {Ames, IA: Iowa State University
Press, 1971) Chapter 9.
28. To calculate the significance level of a difference
(from H), one standardizes it. The observed difference standardized equals
observed difference (in incidence) - differencehypothesized by H (i.e., 0)
expected deviation between observed and hypothesized differences (assuming H)
where the expected deviation in the denominator
is measured in standard deviation units. If it is
assumed that H is true (and the p-level is always
calculated under this assumption) then the treated
and control groups may be seen as samples from
the same population with respect to the mean incidence of clotting disordersin this population. So,
this populationmean can be estimatedby combining
the numbers effected in both groupsto get the total
fraction effected, abbreviatedE. Then the standard
deviation is estimated as: [E(1 - E) (4/N)]1/2where
N is the total number of samples from both groups.
In the Fuertes' study, N = 10,000; E = 17/10,000,
and so the standard deviation unit equals 4/5000.
Thus, the observed difference (which is 1/5000)
when standardized,is 1/4. See note 23. The question:
What is the p-level of the observed difference
(1/5000) can now be stated as: How often does a
difference in excess of the hypothesized difference
(under H) by as much as 1/4 standard deviations
occur, assuming null hypothesis H is true? The
answer, as provided in standard(Normal)statistics
tables, is 40% of the time.
29. McGarity, op. cit., p. 98.
30. Sartwell, et al., op. cit., p. 28. Here the null hypothesis asserted that there was no increased risk
of blood-clotting disorderswith the durationof use
of the pill. The data was from a retrospectivestudy.
31. Fora non-technical discussion of their controversial
experiments, see BernardJaffe,Michelson and the
Speed of Light (New York: Anchor Books, Science
Studies Series, 1960).
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32. The problem of insufficiently sensitive tests is particularly acute in the area of hazard assessments.
Hazardeffects often occurwith only a low incidence,
and they typically come about from a number of
causes. As a result, to detect the small increases
in hazardsabout which one is interested, very large
sample sizes are required.Because such large samples are often impracticable, negative statistical
results are often misleading. For an excellent illustration of this problem in testing suspected carcinogens, see FDA Advisory Committee on Protocols for Safety Evaluation, "Panel on
Carcinogenesis Report on Cancer Testing in the
SafetyEvaluationof FoodAdditives and Pesticides,"
Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology,Volume 20
{August 1971): 419-438. Also see note 42.
33. A.W.F.Edwards,"Science, Statistics, and Society,"
Nature, Volume 233 (3 September 1971): 18.
34. This can be seen without any calculations. Label
the supposition here as (alternative)hypothesis J?:
The increased incidence of hazard is 2 cases per
10,000 women. Note that if J? is true, then the
observed difference in the Fuertes' study does not
deviate at all from the outcome hypothesized by
J? (i.e., both are 2/10,000). [Equivalently, the observed increase equals the population increase hypothesized in J?.]But it is known that 50% of the
possible sample differences from a population will
be less than (or equal to) the mean increase in the
population.This can be visualized as the proportion
of the possible samples to the left of the population
increase J?,if j? were true:
35. This suggests a very easy way to begin scrutinizing
a statistically insignificant differencefrom H (zeroincrease): The observed insignificant difference is
not a good indication that the particular(insignificant) difference observedprovides an upperbound
for the actual (but unknown) increased incidence
of hazard. For, were it to be taken as an upper
bound, that is, as a negative result ruling out all
increases larger than the observed difference, it
would lead to false negatives 50% of the time. See
explanation of 50% in note 34.
36. To see why the frequency of such a false negative
is 2%, label the supposition here (alternative)hypothesis J + 2: The increased incidence of hazard
among treated women is 2 cases per 1,000 women,
on average. And suppose that the incidence rate
among controls, is, on average,close to the cbserved
rate in the control group, i.e., 8/5000. Then the
observed difference, 0.0002, would be less than the
J?(general):the increased (population)
incidence does not exceed the observed difference (in hazardl
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differencehypothesizedin J+ 2 (0.002)by2 standard
deviation units. And the statistical distributiontells
us in generalthat: Only 2% of the possible(positive)
sample differencesare 2 or more standarddeviation
units to the left of the actual population increase.
Thus, if J + 2 were true, such insignificant results
as the one observed would occur only 2% of the
time.
Someone may ask whether the specification of
"rarely"in M-2 (and for "frequently"in M-l) does
not allow, if not require, the entry of value considerations in the interpretation of test resultsvitiating my claims for the objectivity of these
rules. My answer is two-fold: First, one need not
select a specific value for "rarely"or "frequently"
to use M-1 and M-2 qualitatively; i.e., to assert
that a result is a better or a worse indication of
one or another increase. Second, the specification
of values like 0.15 for "fairly rare" and 0.02 for
"very rare," can be justified by the fact that they
provide a standardway of understandingand comparingthe size of increase that negative (statistical)
results begin to rule out-as opposedto those clearly
not ruled out. They correspond to asserting that
an observed insignificant differenceis a fairly good
indication that J + 1: f is less than 1 standard
deviation in excess of the observed difference;and
that it is a very good indication that J + 2: f is
less than 2 standard deviations in excess of the
observeddifference.While such choices for "rarely"
reflect the value placed on learning the actual increased hazard, and avoiding erroneous assertions
about the extent of hazard,these areepistemological
and scientific values, not policy values.
To assert that an observed difference indicates an
increasedrisk no greaterthan the observeddifference
would lead to false negatives 50% of the time (see
notes 34 and 35). Thus, to claim it rules out even
smaller increaseswould lead to false negativesmore
than 50% of the time!
Corresponding to 0.15 and 0.02 as "rarely" in
M-2, for example, are the lower bounds, 1 and 2
standard deviations in excess of the observed difference. See note 37.
In practice it is likely to be various representatives
of the public who would actually be involved in
applying these tools. What matters is that as a
result, the possibility of scrutinizing statistical
hazardassessments would become open to any interested individuals.
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41. If the negative result is requiredto be as insignificant
{p-level 0.4) as the Fuertes' data, 1/2 million in
each group would suffice for ruling out increases
in hazard greater than 1/10,000. i.e., Such a result
would indicate that 1/10,000 is a reasonablelower
bound (using approximately0.02 for "rarely"in M2). See note 39. For an explanation of how to calculate lower bounds from negative experiments in
which the treated and control groups are observed
to have the same incidence of the hazard,see FDA
Advisory Committee on Protocols for Safety Evaluation, op. cit., (note 32), p. 430-432. They provide
a useful chart of the lower bounds ruled out even
by so extreme a negative result (zero difference
observed) for various sample sizes. If such charts
were made available to the public along with metarules like M-1 and M-2, it would be very easy to
grasp the approximate increased hazard ruled out
by a negative result with a given sample size. It is
just the observed difference added to the charted
lower bound.
42. The pill was originally marketed on the basis of a
study of only 132 women. That a negative result
from so insensitive a study fails to providegrounds
for a no (significant) hazard assessment is, and
should have been, apparent.Unfortunately,flagrant
misinterpretations of data are still common. A remark by the statistician IrwinBross,in commenting
on the Ethical Guidelines for Statistical Practice
(op. cit. note 12, p. 13) merits quoting in full:
It has become government policy to allege that
an agency's positions are supportedby its statistical reports even when, in fact, the agency's own
data refute the claims. Recently I have reanalyzed
(with simple, standardstatistical methods)a series
of government reports on technogenic health
hazards that claimed that there was no evidence
of excess risk. In every case there was clear, statistically significant evidence of hazardmatLove
Canal, Three Mile Island, ... in the children of
JapaneseA-bomb victims, and elsewhere ....
What is so striking about such cases is that they
illustrate how merely being able to understand a
simple statistical significance test can make the
difference between a correct and an incorrect decision about hazards with possibly enormous societal consequences.
J+2 (general):the increased incidence
does not exceed the observed difference (in hazard) by more than
2 standard deviations

